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Abstract
Neural communication in the adult nervous system is mediated primarily through

chemical synapses, where action potentials elicit Ca2+ signals, which trigger vesic-

ular fusion and neurotransmitter release in the presynaptic compartment. At early

stages of development, the brain is shaped by communication via trophic factors and

other extracellular signaling, and by contact-mediated cell–cell interactions includ-

ing chemical synapses. The patterns of early neuronal impulses and spontaneous and

regulated neurotransmitter release guide the precise topography of axonal projec-

tions and contribute to determining cell survival. The study of the role of specific

proteins of the synaptic vesicle release machinery in the establishment, plasticity,

and maintenance of neuronal connections during development has only recently

become possible, with the advent of mouse models where various members of the N-

ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) complex have

been genetically manipulated. We provide an overview of these models, focusing on

the role of regulated vesicular release and/or cellular excitability in synaptic assem-

bly, development and maintenance of cortical circuits, cell survival, circuit level

excitation–inhibition balance, myelination, refinement, and plasticity of key axonal

projections from the cerebral cortex. These models are important for understanding

various developmental and psychiatric conditions, and neurodegenerative diseases.

K E Y W O R D S
Munc13, Munc18, myelination, neuronal activity, Snap25, SNARE complex, synapse, synaptic
vesicle release

1 INTRODUCTION

Communication between neurons is fundamental to the
development and function of the nervous system. The ear-
liest communication is through gap junctions and electrical
synapses between newly born, still migrating neurons.

Next, neurotransmitters start being released by spontaneous
fusion of neurotransmitter vesicles with the cell membrane

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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(Andreae et al., 2012; Dagani & D’Angelo, 1992; Fatt &
Katz, 1952; Katz & Miledi, 1963; Mozhayeva et al., 2002),
and paracrine release where neurotransmitter escapes the
neuron independent of the vesicular machinery (Demarque
et al., 2002) (Figure 1). Neurotransmitter release has been
demonstrated in growing axons before target contact and
synapse formation, suggesting that spontaneous neurotrans-
mitter release could play a role in pathway guidance and
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F I G U R E 1 When does spontaneous and regulated synaptic vesicle release play a part in neuronal development? We are interested in the stages
when spontaneous and regulated synaptic vesicular release is involved in neuronal development. (a) Does axon outgrowth only rely on spontaneous
and not regulated neurotransmitter release? Is membrane addition, axon outgrowth, pathway selection and guidance dependent on regulated synaptic
vesicular release? (b) First contact to establish synapses is present even in the absence of neurotransmitter release. (c) Neuronal communication is
dependent on evoked, synchronous neurotransmitter release. Created with BioRender.com

target selection (Andreae & Burrone, 2015, 2018; Girod et al.,
1995; Hume et al., 1983; Taylor et al., 1990; Verderio, Coco,
Pravettoni et al., 1999; Young & Poo, 1983).

With the maturation of sensory organs and their connec-
tions to the nervous system, neuronal activity will be modu-
lated by sensory-driven activity patterns. At this stage, neural
communication is increasingly mediated through chemical
synapses, where neurotransmitter release is evoked from
docked vesicles by Ca2+ signals triggered by presynaptic
action potentials (Matthews, 1996). The spontaneous and
sensory-driven activity patterns can influence other neurons
in multiple ways, such as by regulating production and release
of growth factors, maintenance of gap junctions, maintenance
or elimination of transient cells, remodeling of somatoden-
dritic morphology, formation and maintenance of synapses,
and myelination of axons (Katz & Shatz, 1996; Maffei, 2002;
West & Greenberg, 2011). The regulated neurotransmitter
release elicited by early patterns of activity may further guide
the precise topography of neuronal projections and their cir-
cuit assembly (Katz & Shatz, 1996; Matthews, 1996), and
overall levels of activity of the circuits, which will subse-
quently determine cell survival, including that of interneurons
(Wong et al., 2018).

There is increasing evidence suggesting that transient alter-
ations in neuronal activity during restricted postnatal periods
can lead to persistent changes in functional connectivity and
even cell distribution and therefore might underlie the mani-
festation of pathological conditions. Fundamental knowledge

on early steps of activity dependent synapse formation and
maintenance does not only have major general biological
implications but is also key for better understanding of the
pathogenesis of neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.

Early studies on the role of synaptic communication in the
developing brain interfered with the activity of entire neu-
ronal populations, predominantly by infusion of the sodium
channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) during development in
vivo (Harris, 1984; Katz & Shatz, 1996; Stryker & Harris,
1986). TTX binds to voltage-gated sodium channels in nerve
cell membranes and inhibits firing of action potentials, there-
fore allowing researchers to investigate the necessity of action
potentials for a biological process of interest. However, infu-
sion of TTX is neither selective to synaptic transmission nor
able to selectively target neuronal populations during spe-
cific phases of development. Moreover, such interventions
typically have effects on various other biological processes
that can confound results drastically and yield contradictory
results in vivo and in vitro (Kossel et al., 1997; McKinney
et al., 1999; Soares et al., 2013).

Recent models are more selective and take advantage of
specific proteins that form part of the synaptic machin-
ery. Since Ca2+ regulated evoked release and spontaneous
vesicular release, and constitutive nonvesicular release of
neurotransmitters all make use of specific components of
the synaptic machinery, eliminating individual components
allows the investigation of the relative contributions of these
different forms of neuronal signaling (Rizo & Südhof, 2012).
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These manipulations can be performed in a cell-type specific
manner, permitting the study of the role of the respective
synaptic components in different brain structures indepen-
dently. Moreover, by limiting removal of essential proteins
to certain brain areas, embryonic lethality of some mouse
models can be avoided, so that various stages of postna-
tal development can be studied, including myelination and
synaptic maturation/maintenance.

In this review, we aim to give an overview of historic
and recent studies on the role of regulated and spontaneous
vesicle release in cortical development. We discuss find-
ings from in vitro studies and the results of in vivo studies
with transgenic mouse models on the role of Synaptosomal-
associated protein 25 (Snap25), Munc13 and Munc18, Syn-
taxin, and Synaptobrevins/vesicle-associated membrane pro-
teins (VAMPs) in cortical development. We will also describe
the implications of the findings from mouse studies for the
understanding of neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative
diseases. We conclude with outstanding questions that should
be studied with newly available techniques in the years to
come.

1.1 SNARE complex

The soluble N-ethylmaleimide fusion protein attachment pro-
tein receptor (SNARE) complex is universally involved in
membrane fusion (Han et al., 2017; Jena, 2011; Pobbati
et al., 2006) synaptic vesicle trafficking (Hay, 2001; Nichol-
son et al., 1998), and neuronal maintenance (Barrecheguren
et al., 2017; Ulloa et al., 2018; Washbourne et al., 2002).
SNARE proteins are characterized by SNARE motifs, 65-
residue stretches of amino acids that tend to form coiled
coils in tertiary structure. The central components of the
SNARE complex are Snap25, VAMP/ synaptobrevin, and
syntaxins. Other essential proteins such as Munc13 and 18,
synaptophysin, and synaptotagmin interact with and regulate
the formation of the SNARE complex. Snap25 is neces-
sary for regulated synaptic vesicle release, and Munc13 and
Munc18 are involved in spontaneous synaptic vesicle release.
SNARE expression levels change throughout life, suggesting
a differential role of these proteins in development and mat-
uration of neuronal connections (Greenlee et al., 2001, 2002;
Washbourne et al., 2002).

During membrane fusion, SNARE proteins on transport
vesicles and nerve terminal membranes combine into a
multi-helix trans-SNARE complex (Rizo & Südhof, 2012;
Sollner et al., 1993). The formation of the SNARE com-
plex mediates exocytosis by facilitating close interaction of
the vesicle membrane with the plasma membrane (Figure 2).
Upon Ca2+ influx through voltage-gated calcium channels
in the presynaptic compartment, the two SNARE motifs of
Snap25 interact with those of synaptobrevin in the synaptic

vesicle membrane and syntaxin-1 in the plasma membrane,
respectively, to form a four-helix bundle. As synaptobrevin
and syntaxin-1 are membrane-anchored by transmembrane
domains, and Snap25 is secured in the membrane by palmi-
toylated cysteine residues, this interaction leads to the
approximation of synaptic vesicle with the presynaptic cell
membrane, resulting in synaptic vesicle exocytosis (Hanson
et al., 1997; Poirier et al., 1998; Sutton et al., 1998).

The SNARE complex is extremely stable, and for it to dis-
assemble, hydrolysis of Adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP) by
N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor (NSF) is necessary (Sollner
et al., 1993). Thus, SNARE complex assembly is assumed to
provide the energy for synaptic vesicle fusion (Banerjee et al.,
1996; Mayer et al., 1996). Moreover, the necessity of the for-
mation of the SNARE complex for synaptic vesicle release
introduces a point of regulation, since the N-terminals of var-
ious SNARE proteins contain regulating sequences (Rizo &
Südhof, 2012).

SNARE proteins are not only involved in synaptic vesi-
cle release and neuronal communication, but also in transport
of hormones, growth factors, and other molecules within
cells (Dhara et al., 2018; Gaisano, 2017; Südhof & Rothman,
2009). Cellular trafficking underlies many critical functions
(Figure 3) and is vital to ensuring that transport vehicles
reach their correct destination and that their contents are
released in a temporally and spatially controlled manner. Cel-
lular trafficking components are also involved in basic cellular
functions, such as cell migration, cell division, secretion of
insulin and other hormones in the body, and nutrient uptake.
Therefore, defects in SNARE constituents, which are mem-
bers of the family of cellular trafficking molecules, can lead
to various conditions, both within and outside of the central
nervous system.

1.2 Snap25

Synaptosomal-associated protein of 25 kDa (Snap25) is found
in three isoforms in neurons, namely Snap23, which is also
expressed in nonneuronal cells, Snap25a and Snap25b. In
cultured neurons, deletion of Snap25 leads to a reduction
in survival, arborization, and spontaneous vesicle release,
and complete elimination of evoked synaptic vesicle release
(Bronk et al., 2007; Delgado-Martínez et al., 2007; Wash-
bourne et al., 2002). This phenotype can be rescued by any
of the three isoforms, except for evoked synchronous synaptic
vesicle release which can only be compensated for by Snap25a
or Snap25b. Of the latter two, Snap25b has a higher potency
at promoting vesicle priming (Delgado-Martínez et al., 2007;
Sørensen et al., 2003).

Loss of Snap25 in vivo results in abnormalities with
species-specific severity, probably because of different com-
pensatory mechanisms by homologous proteins. For instance,
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F I G U R E 2 Overview of the functions of SNAREs, Munc18-1, and some of their accomplices at the synaptic terminal modified from Rizo and
Südhoff (2012). Synaptobrevin (red) is shown on synaptic vesicles as a largely unstructured protein that binds to synuclein (brown). Syntaxin-1
[Habc domain and N-peptide (orange), SNARE motif (yellow)] is anchored on the plasma membrane and initially forms a closed conformation that
binds to Munc18-1 (blue). Snap25 (green) is maintained in a state that is competent for SNARE-complex assembly by interactions with Hsc70 and
its cochaperones CSPα and SGT. Synaptic vesicle fusion requires assembly of the SNARE complex (bottom right), which is orchestrated in part by
Munc18-1 and the Munc13-1 MUN domain (purple). Munc18-1 and perhaps also the MUN domain likely cooperate with the SNAREs in inducing
membrane fusion. Synuclein assists in SNARE-complex assembly by as-yet unidentified interactions. After fusion, the SNARE complex is
disassembled by NSF and Snaps, and synaptobrevin is sorted to the synaptic vesicles. The same color coding is used in all the figures, except that
Munc18-1 is depicted with different shades of blue in Figure 2. CSP, cysteine string protein; NSF, N-ethylmaleimide sensitive factor; SGT, small
glutamine-rich protein; SNAPs, soluble NSF adaptor proteins; SNARE, SNAP receptor; Snap25 synaptosomal associated protein of 25 kDa. Created
with BioRender.com

in flies, deletion of Snap25 does not severely impair neuro-
transmission because of compensation by Snap24 (Niemeyer
& Schwarz, 2000; Vilinsky et al., 2002). In mice, however,
loss of Snap25 leads to lethality at birth and strong reduction
of evoked synaptic vesicle release (Tafoya et al., 2008; Wash-
bourne et al., 2002), in agreement with the absence of evoked
vesicle release observed in vitro.

The effect of alterations of Snap25 function on postnatal
development was studied in another mouse model, the Blind
drunk (Bdr) mouse, which has a spontaneous missense muta-
tion in Snap25b, unlike the Snap25 knockout mouse that has a
complete abolition of the expression of all Snap25 protein iso-
forms. Bdr animals show impaired synaptic vesicle transport
but survive until adulthood and display behavioural abnormal-
ities including ataxia and sensorimotor gating deficits (Jeans
et al., 2007). This suggests that, at least in mice, Snap25b
may not be critical during earlier stages of development, or its

function might be compensated for by other isoforms when it
is not present.

In vitro and conditional knockout experiments gave insight
into the role of Snap25 in later stages of development. When
Snap25 null thalamic explants were co-cultured with wildtype
cortical explants (from postnatal day (P)0-3 mouse brains),
thalamocortical axons grew into the cortex, extended to the
region of layer 4 and started to develop branches normally
(Molnár & Blakemore, 1991, 1999), suggesting that regu-
lated synaptic vesicle release by the developing thalamus
is not required for the formation of initial thalamocortical
connections (Blakey et al., 2012).

Subsequent experiments in conditional knockouts where
Snap25 expression was abolished in a selected population
of cortical projection neurons by Cre-recombinase mediated
excision of exon 5a/5b, allowed access to developmental
stages after birth in vivo (Hoerder-Suabedissen et al., 2019).
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F I G U R E 3 The SNARE complex proteins in vesicular transport. Summary of known SNARE complex proteins and their sites of action in
various transport pathways. SNARE proteins labelled in yellow (Bet1, Sit1, VAMPs) bound to vesicle membrane, other proteins involved in vesicular
transport labelled in black (Stx–syntaxin, GSs, Vit1a, SNAPs, Ykt6, Secs). EE, early endosome; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; ERGIC, ER-Golgi
intermediate compartment; GA, Golgi apparatus; SG, secretory granule; SV, synaptic vesicle; RE, recycling endosome; COPI, coat protein-I; COPII,
coat protein-II. Sec proteins (especially Sec22) are involved in membrane fusion, they localize to ER and GA and help in anterograde and retrograde
transport of vesicles. Anterograde transport is from ER to GA, cargo vesicles are formed in ER and coated with COPII. COPII coated vesicles
interact with GA resulting in membrane fusion and vesicular components exchange. Retrograde transport is from GA to ER, cargo vesicles with ER
resident move in the opposite direction from GA to ER and are coated in COPI. During retrograde transport, cargo proteins are budding off of the
vesicles from GA or ERGIC. Sec22 is confined to ERGIC and can be replaced by Ykt6 during retrograde transport. Created with BioRender.com

Abolishing the expression of Snap25 in layer 5 (Rbp4-Cre),
layer 6 (Ntsr1-Cre), and layer 6b (Drd1a-Cre) from around
the time of birth demonstrated that Snap25 is not required
for the later stages of axonal targeting, branching, initiation of
myelination or early synapse formation (Hoerder-Suabedissen
et al., 2019; Korrell et al., 2019).

Cortical layer 5 projections target higher order thalamic
nuclei in the thalamus and form specialized synapses with
thalamic neurons (Grant et al., 2016; Hoerder-Suabedissen
et al., 2019) (Figure 4). Normally, the target thalamic neurons
extend their dendritic protrusions into the layer 5 axon’s giant
boutons (Groh et al., 2008; Hoogland et al., 1991). However,
when Snap25 expression is abolished specifically in layer 5
neurons from birth, these specialized synapses between the
giant terminals of the cortical axons with the posterior tha-
lamic neurons show altered development, with the thalamic
dendritic protrusions failing to mature into the giant interdig-
itating shape. This suggests that Snap25-mediated synaptic

vesicle release by cortical layer 5 neurons is not crucial
for initial formation of synapses but is fundamental for the
maturation of specialized synapses (Hayashi et al., 2021)
(Figure 5).

1.3 Munc13 and Munc18

The Munc13 (encoded by the UNC13A gene in humans) pro-
tein family consists of four genes (Munc13-1, 2, 3, 4) (Brose
et al., 1995; Calloway et al., 2015; Koch et al., 2000; Südhof,
2012) which are all highly expressed in the cortex, hippocam-
pus, cerebellum, striatum, basolateral amygdala, and olfactory
bulb (Augustin et al., 1999, 2001; Gioia et al., 2016). To
form the SNARE complex, Munc13 facilitates opening of
syntaxin-1 (Ma et al., 2011) and is necessary for sponta-
neous synaptic vesicle release, a process known as synaptic
vesicle priming (Varoqueaux et al., 2002), fusion (Augustin
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F I G U R E 4 Normal projection of silenced layer 5 neurons Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/fl. in vivo Cre-expression allows normal development of
long-range axonal projections in control and “silenced” Rbp4-Cre expressing cortical L5 projection neurons. Images of Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fll+

(control) or Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/flbrains (LV Snap25 cKO). (Upper row) Images of P8 brains from Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fll+ or
Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/fl mice, demonstrating presence of tdTom+ fibers projecting subcortically through the internal capsule (IC) and into the
thalamus (TH). The boxed region of the left image is enlarged at P8, P14 and P21. Images of tdTom+fibers in the thalamus and cerebral peduncle at
P8. By this time point, tdTom+ axons course through dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) and form dense terminal arborizations in Po and
lateral posterior nucleus (LP). The subcerebral projections extend within the cerebral peduncle. The pattern, intensity and fasciculation patterns
appear identical in the Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fll+ and Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/fl brains. Structures normally devoid of L5 fibers such as habenula do
not receive inappropriate innervation in the Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/fl brain. The pattern observed at P14 and P21 are similar and indistinguishable
between Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fll+ or Rbp4-Cre;Ai14;Snap25fl/fl. Scale bars = 500 μm. CP, cerebral peduncle; dLGN, dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus; Hb, habenula; LP, lateral posterior nucleus; Po, posterior nucleus; VPM, ventral posterior medial nucleus. Data from Hoerder-Suabedissen
et al. (2019). https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/29/5/2148/5025424?login=true

et al., 1999), neurotransmitter release (Chen et al., 2013;
Quade et al., 2019; Varoqueaux et al., 2002); and plays a
role to form short-term plasticity (Chen et al., 2013; Zikich
et al., 2008).

Another important protein required for synaptic vesicle
fusion is Munc18-1, also known as syntaxin-binding protein-
1. Homologs of Munc18 (encoded by the STXBP1 gene in
humans), known as sec1/Munc18-like proteins or SM pro-
teins, are important for intracellular fusion. Munc18-1 is
essential for all transmitter release, but early developmen-
tal synaptogenesis is not altered in its absence (Verhage

et al., 2000). Most SM proteins interact with members
of the syntaxin protein family. Munc18-1 interacts with
SNARE by two different ways and it either binds to closed
syntaxin-1 in a binary complex or it binds to SNARE
complex proteins in heteromultimeric assembly (Dulubova
et al., 1999) (Figure 2). Furthermore, Munc13 and Munc18
together prevent de-priming of synaptic vesicles (He et al.,
2017) and act as chaperons by coordinating a proper
SNARE complex assembly. However, it remains unclear how
Munc13 and 18 are involved in normal neuronal network
formation.

https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/29/5/2148/5025424?login=true
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F I G U R E 5 Lack of specialised synapse formation in PO,
Rbp4-Cre;Snap25fl/fl boutons lack excrescences from Po dendrites at
P18. Cross-sectional view (left) and 3D reconstruction (middle and
right) of an axon from cortical layer 5 (magenta) and its connecting
dendrite (yellow) in the stack volume taken with serial block face
scanning electron microscopy of the mouse posterior thalamic nucleus
in a wild-type (upper panel) and a Snap25 conditional knockout (lower)
brains at P18. There are excrescences on the contact surface of the
dendrite in the wild type brain (upper right), but not in the Snap25 cKO
brain (lower right). See Hayashi et al. (2021). Maturation of complex
synaptic connections of layer 5 cortical axons in the posterior thalamic
nucleus requires Snap25. From Hayashi et al. (2021) (https://academic.
oup.com/cercor/article/31/5/2625/6047731?login=true)

1.4 Munc13

Proteins of the Munc13 family have been studied in different
in vivo and In vitro models that demonstrated their role in nor-
mal neuronal network formation and maintenance, and their
role in various neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative
diseases. Neurons lacking both Munc13-1 and Munc13-2 iso-
forms have neither evoked nor spontaneous activity, yet they
form synapses with a typical structure In vitro (Varoqueaux
et al., 2002).

Mice lacking Munc-13 have impaired synaptogenesis and
are born paralyzed (Varoqueaux et al., 2005). In the ribbon
synapses of the adult mouse retina, lack of Munc13-2 has lit-
tle effect on synaptic signaling (Cooper et al., 2012; Zikich
et al., 2008). In contrast, the Munc13-2 isoform is necessary
for normal release probability required for plasticity in mouse
hippocampal mossy fiber synapses (Breustedt et al., 2010).
The formation and maintenance of functional synapses and
synaptic spines have been demonstrated in the absence of
presynaptic glutamate release (Sigler et al., 2017; Sando et al.,

2017). In the cerebellum, mice lacking the Munc13-3 isoform
have higher paired-pulse facilitation and impaired motor task
learning (Augustin et al., 2001). Moreover, Munc13-3 null
mutant mice show decreased synaptic probability in cerebel-
lar neurons and have a strong decrease in the acoustic startle
response (Netrakanti et al., 2015). These studies suggest that
Munc13-mediated vesicle priming is isoform and synapse
specific.

1.5 Munc18

The Munc18-1 isoform has multiple roles in synaptic vesicle
exocytosis, and it promotes the stability of syntaxin. Guiber-
son and colleagues showed that expressing mutant forms of
Munc18-1 identified in human disease in the knock out of
endogenous (WT) Munc18-1 affect neurotransmitter release
and vesicle recycling (Guiberson et al., 2018).

Munc18-1 is spliced into long (M18L) and short (M18S)
isoforms that are critical for the modulation of neurotrans-
mission (Ramos-Miguel et al., 2015). The Munc18-1 long
splice variant is localized to the synaptosomal fraction
in GABAergic terminals, and the short variant in cytosol
and synaptosomal compartments in both GABAergic and
glutamatergic terminals (Ramos-Miguel et al., 2015). Trans-
genic mice with erased M18L show severe physical and
behavioural dysfunction and die within a few weeks after
birth.

Munc18-1 deficient mice have defective transmission in
the neuromuscular junction of heart and lungs, which leads
to perinatal lethality. However, heterozygous Munc18-1 null
mutant mice survive, although the release of acetylcholine at
neuromuscular junction is reduced (Sons et al., 2003). The
lack of Munc18-1 in serotonergic neurons causes immediate
degeneration of the 5-HT system as well as postnatal lethal-
ity in mice (Dudok et al., 2011). These studies revealed that
mutations of Munc18-1 affect normal stability of different
types of synapses thus leading to impaired neuronal network
maintenance.

Bouwman and colleagues demonstrated normal initial
synapse formation but then dramatic loss of synapse num-
ber in cortex in Munc18-1 KO mice (Bouwman et al., 2004).
They reported that reduction in synapse is not due to apoptosis
or degeneration and secretion of neurotransmitters and neuro-
modulatory substances is required for synapse maintenance,
not for early synaptogenesis. A subsequent study suggested
that Munc18-1 has an early role in the Golgi organelle (San-
tos et al., 2017). Heterozygous mutatioons in Munc18-1 cause
early infantile epileptic encephalopathies in humans, proba-
bly as a result of excitation-inhibition unbalance (Kovacevic
et al.,).

https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/31/5/2625/6047731?login=true
https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/31/5/2625/6047731?login=true
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1.6 Syntaxin

Syntaxins are transmembrane proteins involved in regulating
intracellular membrane trafficking, membrane fusion events,
and the specificity of transport vesicle docking and fusion
(Duman & Forte, 2003; Yoon & Munson, 2018). Of the 15
mammalian syntaxins described so far, syntaxin 1A, 1B, 2,
3, and 4 reside on the plasma membrane and the spliced iso-
forms of syntaxin1 have been shown to be confined to the
presynaptic membrane and to be implicated in neural exocy-
tosis (Lang & Jahn, 2008; Teng et al., 2001). The involvement
of syntaxins in mediating postsynaptic exocytosis and neuro-
transmitter receptor trafficking has also been supported with
shRNA approaches to knock down different components of
the SNARE machinery.

In thalamocortical cultures, specific cleavage of syntaxin
1A by botulinum toxin C1 impacts the uptake of sero-
tonin and diminishes the number of cell surface serotonin
transporters. By changing the intracellular distribution of
these transporters, syntaxin 1A might affect early cortical
development (Quick, 2002). Moreover, syntaxin 1A interacts
with other neurotransmitter transporters including the glycine
transporters GLYT1 and GLYT2 and the GABA transporter
GAT1, which are important in cortical development (Deken
et al., 2000).

Loss of function studies on the isoforms of syntaxins
have been hindered by the lack of appropriate knockout
animal models and embryonic lethality. Syntaxin 1a/1b dou-
ble knockout embryonic brains show compensatory changes
in the form of decreased expression levels of various
other synaptic proteins including Synaptobrevin-2, Munc13-
1, Snap25, complexin-1, and Rab5 (Mishima et al., 2014;
Vardar et al., 2016). In this mouse model, early cytotoxicity is
seen, which indicates the importance of Syntaxin1 in neuronal
survival in early development (Verhage et al., 2000).

1.7 Synaptobrevins/VAMPs

Synaptobrevins or vesicle-associated membrane proteins
(VAMPs) are other components of the synaptic machinery and
have been knocked out in various mouse models. Homozy-
gous deletion of synaptobrevin-2/VAMP2 results in perinatal
lethality in mice, and the mutants have a noticeably differ-
ent body shape including a shoulder hump (Schoch et al.,
2001) that might be attributed to defects in exocytic events
in endocrine cells and adipocytes. On the other hand, a mere
reduction in VAMP2 protein levels does not cause morpho-
logical abnormalities and brain structures are intact (Raptis
et al., 2005; Schoch et al., 2001). Some studies propose a role
for synaptobrevin-2/VAMP2 in axonal guidance (Zylbersztejn
et al., 2012). E18 embryos from Synaptobrevin-2/VAMP2
null mice showed defasciculating Nrp1-expressing axonal

fibers in the corpus callosum (Piper et al., 2009; Zylbersztejn
et al., 2012). VAMPs may also play a role in regulation of
sleep-wake states, as VAMP2 mutants exhibit a sleep phe-
notype characterized by a substantially reduced propensity
in switching vigilance states with an especially pronounced
deficit in initiating rapid eye movement (REM) sleep episodes
(Banks et al., 2020).

1.8 SNARE complex in interactions
between glial cells

1.8.1 Roles of the SNARE complex in
myelination

The SNARE complex is necessary not only for neuron–neuron
communication but also neuron–glia and glia–glia commu-
nication, and plays critical roles in conduction velocity by
modulating myelination as well as synaptic maturation and
plasticity.

Myelin is a lipid–protein complex synthesized by mature
oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system (CNS) of ver-
tebrates. Myelin insulates most nerve fibers, and the myelin
sheath contains periodic breaks known as nodes of Ran-
vier that facilitate fast, saltatory conduction of neural signals.
Interestingly, brain activity may modulate myelination (Banks
et al., 2020; Hines et al., 2015). in vivo studies revealed that
myelinating cells have a high expression of neurotransmitter
receptors (Butt et al., 2014; Micu et al., 2006), and calcium
activity (Micu et al., 2007) suggesting activity-dependent
myelination. The importance of SNARE complex protein
expression within oligodendrocytes and within neurons have
both been demonstrated for myelination.

1.8.2 Oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells in
myelination

Myelination by oligodendrocytes requires trafficking of
myelin membrane components. It has been shown that the
SNARE complex proteins VAMP3 and VAMP7 are involved
in this trafficking process, as they colocalize with myelin
proteolipid protein (PLP) in recycling and late endosomes
(Feldmann et al., 2011). RNA-mediated silencing of VAMP3
or VAMP7 diminishes trafficking of PLP to oligodendro-
cytes (Feldmann et al., 2011). Moreover, AP-3δ-deficient
mocha mice which have impaired secretion of lysosome-
related organelles and missorting of VAMP7, show mild
dysmyelination that can be explained by the reduced level
of PLP (Feldmann et al., 2011). VAMP2-deficient mice, on
the other hand, do not show any changes in myelination.
Both VAMP3 and VAMP7 are necessary for vesicular traf-
ficking, especially VAMP7, which contributes to myelination
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F I G U R E 6 Maintenance of the myelin is reduced with reduced g-ratio in LV Snap25 cKO dorsal spinal columns despite normal axon diameter.
(a) Tiled scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the g-ratio quantification region of one side of the dorsal spinal column in LV control mice
at P18. A higher magnification view of the boxed region is shown in (c). (b) Tiled SEM image of the g-ratio quantification region of one side of the
dorsal spinal column in LV Snap25 cKO spinal cord at P18. A higher magnification view of the boxed region is shown in (d). (e) The average g-ratio
of LV Snap25 cKOs (n = 4) shows a significant reduction in comparison to the g-ratio of controls (n = 5, p = .0072). (F) Axonal diameter of
myelinated fibres was not significantly different between controls and LV Snap25 cKOs. Scale bars: 5 μm (a,b) 1 μm (c,d). Figure from Korrell et al.
(2019) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/joa.12974

by transporting cargo vesicles to the myelin membrane in the
CNS (Feldmann et al., 2011). However, abolishing expres-
sion of Snap25 in selected subpopulations of cortical layer
5 and 6 projection neurons have effect on maintenance of
myelination but not the onset of myelination (Korrell et al.,
2019; Figure 6).

In the peripheral nervous system, myelination is performed
not by oligodendrocytes but by Schwann cells. Disruption of
synaptic vesicle release in the Munc13-1/2 double knockout
mouse model led to an increase in the number of Schwann cell
bodies in the spinal cord, although no effect on axon myeli-
nation was observed (Varoqueaux et al., 2005). In zebrafish,

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/joa.12974
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tetanus toxin (TeNT) was used to block VAMP2-mediated
synaptic vesicle release (Verderio et al.,). At early larval
stages, this led to a decrease in the number of myelinated
axons in the spinal cord as well as a reduction in the number
of myelin sheaths per oligodendrocyte (Verderio et al., 1999).

1.8.3 Neuron–glia interactions in myelination

Besides its role in regulating synaptic transmission, the
SNARE complex is also essential for the secretion of hor-
mones and growth factors required for myelination such as
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). The levels of
BDNF increase during the first 3 weeks after birth (Andreska
et al., 2020) which suggests its developmental role in axonal
growth, synaptogenesis, and synaptic maturation. BDNF
increases the expression of myelin proteins in oligoden-
drocytes via activation of the tropomyosin-related receptor
kinase-B/mitogen‑activated protein kinase (TrkB/MAPK)
pathway (Xiao et al., 2009) that is critical for the increase in
thickness of myelin, but not for the initiation of myelination
(Ishii et al., 2019; A. W. Wong et al., 2013). Deletion of
Snap25 in layer 6 predominantly reduces maintenance of
myelination (Korrell et al., 2019). As BDNF is expressed in
pyramidal neurons in layers 2/3, 5 and 6 and presents in some
of the cortex-derived afferents and presynaptic terminals in
the dorsolateral striatum (Andreska et al., 2020; Conner et al.,
1997), BDNF might be responsible for the developmental
defects in the maintenance of myelin in the layer-specific
Snap25 conditional knockout mice. Therefore, less activation
of the TrkB/MAPK signaling might be an explanation
for the impaired myelination seen in this mouse model
(Figures 6).

1.8.4 Roles of the SNARE complex in
astrocytes

Astrocytes are known to secrete many factors to promote
synapse formation and functioning (Schubert et al., 2011;
Wilhelm et al., 2004). They contain several secretory vesicles
including synaptic-like microvesicles (SLMV) and dense-
core vesicles (DCV), which enclose glutamate and D-serine,
and ATP and BDNF, respectively. Similar to other nonneu-
ronal cells, the SNARE complex in astrocytes consists mainly
of Snap23, syntaxin 4, and synaptobrevin-2/VAMP2 and cel-
lubrevin/VAMP3 (reviewed in Mielnicka & Michaluk, 2021).
A recent study shows that astrocytic VAMP3-dependent
secretion of neuropeptide Y reduces synaptic signaling
while VAMP2–dependent glutamate release from astrocytes
enhances the signaling (Schwarz et al., 2017). VAMP3
also selectively regulates the release of endocytic (recy-
cled) BDNF from astrocytes (Han et al., 2021). Moreover,

astrocytic VAMP2-mediated release of thrombin protease
inhibitors at the node of Ranvier modulates myelin sheath
thickness and nodal gap length in the optic nerve (Dutta et al.,
2018). The function of SNARE proteins in astrocytes is still
not well known and there is a need for better understanding in
the future.

1.8.5 Roles of the SNARE complex in
microglia

Microglial cells help to maintain a stable and healthy brain
environment and play a key role in shaping neuronal net-
work formation during development (Wake et al., 2013). After
birth, brains contain overabundant neuronal connections that
must be refined and eliminated to secure the most effec-
tive and efficient brain activity (LaMantia & Rakic, 1990;
Miyamoto et al., 2016; Seeman et al., 1987). These cells act as
a gardener and scavenge unnecessary connections in a process
known as synaptic pruning. This process helps to shape a neu-
ronal network that is systematically organized to subserve its
complex functions (Seeman et al., 1987). One of the models of
synaptic pruning suggests that neuron–microglia interactions
may be activity-dependent. Microglia can generate glutamate
neurotransmitters as well as respond to any neurotransmission
changes by changing morphology (McMullan et al., 2012;
Noda et al., 2000). Microglia stimulation with ionomycin
indicates that microglia release ATP and in a calcium and
SNARE-dependent manner (Imura et al., 2013). It was also
indicated that microglial cells express the Snap25 analogue
Snap23 involved in phagocytic processes (Hepp et al., 1999;
Rojewska et al., 2018). Moreover, overexpression of Munc18
reduces the number of cortical microglia in the mouse brain
(Rojewska et al., 2018).

Microglial crosstalk with oligodendrocytes plays a crucial
role in myelination. During postnatal development, overpro-
duced myelin sheaths are selectively eliminated by microglia
(Hughes & Appel, 2020; Irfan et al., 2021). Following
neuronal silencing with either dominant-negative VAMP2
(dnVAMP2) or botulinum toxin (BoNT/B), microglial phago-
cytosis of the myelin in the optic tectum and spinal cord of
zebrafish is enhanced (Hughes & Appel, 2020). Enhancement
of microglial phagocytic capacity might result in impaired
myelination during postnatal development in layer 6-specific
Snap25 conditional knockout mice and axonal degeneration
in layer 5-specific Snap25 conditional knockout adult mice
(Figure 7). Interestingly, these silenced neurons fail to be
maintained, with a degeneration that appears at about 4 weeks
for the layer 5 and at around 6 weeks for the layer 6 projection
neuron (Korrell et al., 2019). The expression levels of phago-
cytic ligands and receptors, for example, C1q, fractalkine,
UDP, Fc-receptor gamma and scavenger receptor-AI/II, might
be changed in the layer-specific neural silencing models.
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F I G U R E 7 Degenerative processes following genetic ablation of Snap25 in different cortical projection neurons using mouse Cre lines.
Representative fluorescent images of reporter gene expression in cortex of Rbp4-Cre;Snap25fl/fl (p36), Ntsr1-Cre;Snap25fl/fl (p48) and
Drd1a-Cre;Snap25fl/fl (p21) mice. Cre-recombinase expression starts during late embryonic or early postnatal life in the respective strains.
Fragmentation of distal axons is detectable from P22 in Rbp4-Cre cKO brains, but not until 2 months of age in Ntsr1-Cre conditional knockout
(cKO) and 3 months in Drd1a-Cre cKO brains. A decrease in the density of terminal arbours in subcortical target structures is evident by P28 for
Rbp4-Cre cKO brains but decreases only become detectable after 3 months of age for Ntsr1-Cre cKO and 5 months of age in Drd1a-Cre cKO brains.
A reduction in the density of cortical Cre+ neurons was evident for both Rbp4-Cre and Ntsr1-Cre cKO brains around 8–10 months of age, but no
such reduction could be demonstrated in Drd1a-Cre cKO brains over the time period studied. Data from Hoerder-Suabedissen et al. (2019).
https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/29/5/2148/5025424?login=true

Furthermore, as neuronal BDNF prevents microglial phago-
cytosis of synapses in hippocampal neurons (Onodera et al.,
2021), the altered levels of BDNF might be a possible key
factor for the impaired myelination and axonal degenera-
tion. However, it remains unclear how microglia are involved
in synaptic vesicle release and trafficking under normal
conditions, and whether there is direct or indirect interaction
with SNARE complex proteins.

1.9 SNARE pathology in neuropsychiatric
and neurodegenerative disorders

Regulated and spontaneous synaptic vesicle release plays an
essential role in the formation and maturation of synapses.
Changes in SNARE function can lead to synaptic pathology
and altered neuronal function and can result in neurodevel-
opmental, neuropsychiatric, and neurodegenerative diseases.

Although many of these diseases are multi-genetic, abnormal-
ities in specific SNARE complex components function can
be distinguished in some of them and have also been used to
model these disorders.

1.10 Neurodevelopmental and
neuropsychiatric disorders

Human studies revealed that the homozygous N-terminal
stop-codon mutation in Munc13-1 has abnormal cortical
activity and is linked with microcephaly (Engel et al., 2016).
Mutations of Munc18-1 are linked to various disorders such as
epileptic encephalopathies (Tang et al., 2021), motor function
disorders (Miyamoto et al., 2015) and neurodevelopmental
disorders (Tang et al., 2021). Moreover, due to the same
mutation metabolic stability is impaired and rapid protein

https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article/29/5/2148/5025424?login=true
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degradation of Munc18-1 can be one of the underlying causes
of Munc-18-1-related encephalopathies.

The chromosomal location of the HCP-1/ Syntaxin1A
gene (7q11.23) corresponds to the region typically deleted in
Williams Beuren syndrome and the deletion of the syntaxin1-
A gene has been proposed to underlie certain neurological and
cognitive deficits of this neurodevelopmental disorder such as
impaired verbal, visuospatial, memory, and numerical skills
(Fusco et al., 2013; Herwegen, 2015).

Overexpression of the Munc18-1 gene has been described
in patients with schizophrenia and studies with mice over-
expressing M18L show a schizophrenia-like phenotype
(Urigüen et al., 2013). These findings indicate that the pres-
ence of the M18L variant in inhibitory terminals is associated
with cognitive function and implies that M18L level changes
could be related with cognitive disorders.

Similarly, the sensorimotor gating deficits observed in
Bdr mice can be explained as a schizophrenia-like pheno-
type, as similar abnormalities in pre-attentive processing have
been observed in human patients with schizophrenia, linking
Snap25 activity to cognitive functioning (Jeans et al., 2007).
Moreover, in a major mouse model of schizophrenia, in which
a human variant of the disrupted in schizophrenia (DISC1)
gene is expressed transgenically, the hDISC1 mouse, Snap25
levels are concomitantly decreased. This model shows simi-
larities to the negative symptoms of schizophrenia, including
altered social interaction, anxiety, and reduced spatial mem-
ory supporting the translational applicability of this mouse
model (Pletnikov et al., 2008). These results imply that
Snap25 expression and thus regulated synaptic vesicle release
is important for neurodevelopment and its disruption can lead
to neuropsychiatric symptoms later in life.

Changes in the expression of Snap25 have also been asso-
ciated with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
In the Coloboma mouse, there is a 50% reduction in Snap25
expression, and the mice show a phenotype of increased
locomotor activity during the nocturnal, active phase, which
has similarities to the behavior observed in children with
ADHD (Hess et al., 1992, 1996). Association of SNAP25
polymorphisms with ADHD in human patients has also been
confirmed in a meta-analysis (Faraone et al., 2005). The prob-
lem with the Coloboma mouse is that many other genes are
affected alongside Snap25, making its phenotype difficult to
interpret in isolation.

1.11 Neurodegenerative disorders

Munc13 isoform 1 can be an alternative target of the
intracellular diacylglycerol second messenger pathway in
Alzheimer’s diseases and plays a role in the regulation of
amyloid precursor protein metabolism (Rossner et al., 2004).

The loss of Snap25 from subsets of cortical layer 5, 6a,
or 6b projection neuron populations, respectively has been
shown to result in degeneration of some of these neurons in
mice, including formation of autophagosome-lysosome-like
structures, and increases in inflammatory markers. The time
course of degeneration differs per driver line, suggesting a
subpopulation-specific specific necessity of Snap25 for neu-
ronal survival (Hoerder-Suabedissen et al., 2019) (Figure 7).
Supporting a role of Snap25 in neuronal maintenance, knock-
out of the chaperone protein cystein rich protein alpha
(CSP-alpha) causes neurodegeneration in mice by impairing
the function of Snap25, possibly mediated through protea-
somal degradation (Sharma et al., 2012). Cell death caused
by loss of Snap25 is correlated with a condensation of the
cis-Golgi system, different from Golgi fragmentation that is
seen in apoptosis, suggesting that a different mechanism of
neurodegeneration occurs when Snap25 activity is interrupted
(Santos et al., 2017).

2 SUMMARY

In this review, we describe the role of various forms of synap-
tic activity in brain development, with special attention to the
cerebral cortex. During the course of development, neuronal
connections form, synapses get established and neurotrans-
mitter release shifts from spontaneous to regulated. Paracrine
secretion of neurotransmitters from growing neurites can
influence axonal guidance and formation of new connections.
It has recently become possible to study the specific role
of spontaneous constitutive release of neurotransmitters and
compare this with the spontaneous vesicular and regulated
vesicular transmitter release in intercellular communication.
This became possible with the discovery of molecular mech-
anisms and the generation of selective knockout of individual
proteins in mouse models.

Selective knockout experiments have indicated that reg-
ulated synaptic vesicle release is not necessary for early
development such as neurogenesis, neuronal migration, and
early formation of connections and not even for initial for-
mation of synapses. However, disruption of regulated vesicle
release results in embryonic lethality because of its neces-
sity in the neuromuscular junction of respiratory and other
muscles.

The conditional ablation of Snap25 has allowed us to
interfere with regulated synaptic vesicle release in selected
neural populations, preserving the function of the rest of
the brain and preventing embryonic lethality. In these condi-
tional knockout models, the initial axon outgrowth, targeting,
myelination, synapse formation was not affected, however the
maintenance of synapses, myelin, and formation of special-
ized synapses was disturbed. Lack of Snap25 eventually led
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to loss of synapses, myelin, axons, and death of some of the
projection neurons, with a time course that was determined
by the neural population targeted in our conditional knockout.
Generation of conditional knockout for other SNARE com-
plex members, such as Munc13, will enable us to explore the
effects of absence of both regulated and spontaneous synap-
tic vesicle release on neurodevelopment. These and other
models will help to dissect the role of different forms of
synaptic communication in specific phases and processes of
development.

3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

With the expansion of knowledge on the molecular mech-
anisms of synaptic vesicle release and the development of
mouse transgenic technology, the respective contributions
of different SNARE molecules in cortical development can
now be studied in relative isolation. Moreover, by limit-
ing knockout of genes to selected neural populations in
Cre-dependent models, the embryonic lethality that was com-
monly seen in SNARE knockouts can be circumvented,
allowing investigation of processes in postnatal development
such as myelination and neuronal maintenance.

A main confounder when studying the role of neural activ-
ity in a developmental process by means of intervening with
SNARE activity, is the multipurpose nature of the SNARE
complex. The SNARE complex is not solely involved in the
release of neurotransmitter vesicles at the synapse, but also
key for release of vesicles containing hormones and growth
factors, such as insulin and BDNF (Shimojo et al., 2015).
Therefore, it is difficult to determine if the abnormal matu-
ration that is seen in conditional knockout models is the result
of the absence of neurotransmitter release or the absence of
growth factor release or both.

Snap25 seems to influence various processes in develop-
ment, but underlying mechanisms require further investiga-
tion. For instance, Snap25 seems to influence myelination
as its absence leads to myelination abnormalities (Korrell
et al., 2019) but how Snap25 is involved in this process is
not known. More precise temporal regulation of the Snap25
ablation could reveal how shorter or longer, and early or late
ablation would influence the formation and maintenance of
myelin. Similarly, further studies are needed to investigate
how Snap25 conditional knockout causes axonal degenera-
tion, and whether this degeneration is a result of the early
developmental defects, or of a process independent of these
abnormalities.

Most currently examined conditional knockout models
have chronic effects, with ablation of the synaptic proteins
from onset of Cre expression perinatally. Adding an additional
regulatory element with a Tet-On/Off system would give
greater temporal resolution of genetic intervention, allowing

the study of the role of specific proteins in selected processes
of development. Additionally, the neuronal activity in a cell
type of interest can now be manipulated in a reversible man-
ner, using chemogenetics or optogenetics. For instance, the
effects of chronic synaptic silencing of specific neuronal pop-
ulations by ablation of Snap25 can be compared with the
effects of acute neuronal silencing by expression of inhibitory
designer receptors activated by designer drugs (DREADDs)
or inhibitory optogenetic channels such as archaerhodopsin
(ArchT). The difference between chronic and acute silenc-
ing can then be explained by the effects of regulated synaptic
activity in the developing versus in the adult brain.

The selective ablation of Snap25 in different populations
of cortical projection neurons resulted in different timelines
of synaptic loss, demyelination, and axonal degeneration
suggesting that the development and maintenance of these
different cortical projection neuronal populations might be
influenced differentially by mechanisms that require Snap25.
It would be interesting to control spatial expression of Snap25
with even greater specificity and to investigate whether its
presence is necessary for vesicular release from axonal shafts
or from synapses.

Remarkably, the effects of conditional knockout of Snap25
are less severe in vivo than In vitro. This suggests that there
might be compensatory mechanisms in play that can reduce
the impact of a loss of Snap25. What these mechanisms
involve and whether they are also activated when spontaneous
abnormalities in Snap25 function occur is a question for future
studies.
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